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VACAM
Unrivaled and most user-friendly proven
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SigmaNEST
The most economical plate nesting software
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EVI
Maximize machine uptime by extended production insights
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SigmaTUBE
Complete 3D design and nesting program
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COROBS® AND COROBS PLUS®
Comprehensive HMI and software support for process-oriented pipe profiling
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COROBS® AND COROBS PLUS®

Comprehensive HMI and software support for process-oriented pipe profiling
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VOORTMAN STEEL MACHINERY

We create high-end steel processing machines with integrated business software that automate and optimize your production process.




















Choose

 your solution











BEAM PROCESSING







PLATE PROCESSING







PIPE PROCESSING







FLAT & ANGLE PROCESSING







SURFACE TREATMENT







LOGISTICS







AUTOMATED WELDING




















Explore products
























We create high-end steel processing machines with integrated business software that automate and optimize your production process. With the best customer service.

Who we are
Welcome to Voortman Steel Machinery, a name synonymous with innovation, excellence, and a deep commitment to quality. We have grown from modest beginnings into a large global leader, creating unparalleled CNC steel processing machinery with integrated business software solutions that automate and optimize your production process.

What drives us
It's simple: Your needs and exceeding them. Our mission extends beyond just the machine; we engineer complete solutions. And we do this with a promise of the best customer service, treating each project and customer as a part of our extended Voortman family.










WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT REACHING YOUR GOALS?

	Explore our machines

	Expand your knowledge with our knowledge base

	Hear it from our customers

	Subscribe to our newsletter
















LATEST


NEWS













08 June, 2023
Introducing your solution to the shortage of qualified welders













15 February, 2024
thyssenkrupp Materials Nederland makes significant efficiency leap with innovative Voortman line











05 June, 2023
Webinar: Becoming a Bevel Cutting Pro














26 February, 2024
BASF: innovating with the Voortman MO Heavy-Duty system for precision pipe processing
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Join Us for a Live Online Demo

Do you want to see a demo of one of our machines or see your product being created? From this moment on it is possible to get a live online demo of a machine of your choice and see your own product being produced. Just send us your product file and our experts will tell you everything you need to know and answer all your questions, while you can choose from which angle you want to watch the demo.

See what Voortman machines are capable of or see your own product created on our machinery!

Request your online demo
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Canam-Bridges - Félix Bélanger
- Canada




"The initial quality was outstanding, with great attention to detail in all the mechanical assemblies. This emphasis on quality is crucial in ensuring the longevity and reliability of the machinery, which is essential in the demanding field of bridge construction"





Read testimonial














Structures GB - Charles Collin
- Canada




"With Voortman, we're about to write a success story in the Canadian market. This year, we became the first in Canada to install Voortman's fabricator. We believe in leveraging automation to combat the global issue of labor shortage. Voortman’s innovations in robotics and software integration will play a critical role in our future growth."





Read testimonial














Finley Structures - Julie Raistrick
- United Kingdom




"The decision for the U-shaped system, which is unique to Voortman, was to enable us to have the key elements that we required, and also because of the existing space that was available. When we had a look at other systems that were available, they couldn't make it work within the area that we had."





Read testimonial














Cahill Structures - Ian Cahill
- United Kingdom




"We don't want to pay our top skilled men to stand around with a chipping iron, removing slag. Our process helps us avoid that, and it works brilliantly for us."





Read testimonial














Steel Specialty Inc. - Jason Mauldin
- United States




"My favorite thing is to go out and talk to not the newer guys, but the guys that have been here for 20 to 30 years… You just get a smile. The V807 has made their work easier and safer, leading to increased job satisfaction."





Read testimonial














Dyfed Steels - Roger Miles
- United Kingdom




"Our customers have changed over the last five years. They are wanting more of a complete product delivered, because there's a big shortage of skilled labor in the UK and most of our customers haven't got the manpower to do all that work themselves."





Read testimonial














Tibnor - Mika Laatikainen
- Finland




“It strengthens our service portfolio and increases the range of products we can offer. We have realized several successful projects through this new line. Being a one-stop-shop for the customer. That is what we have become".





Read testimonial














Elite Welding and Industrial Services - Charles Gordon
- United States




"When our customers show up and they see that we have a Voortman V807, they know the quality of that they're going to get. Some of our customers already have Voortman products. They know the timing that it's going to take and they trust the Voortman name."





Read testimonial














KRECO Steel Fabrication - Steve Cook
- United States




"You only need one operator for both machines. It's all automatic. You don’t have to sit there and baby it the whole time. You can do other parts of the business that keep you efficient."





Read testimonial














SCW Contracting Corp - Andy & Steve Scrape
- United States




"These two pieces of equipment work seamlessly together. They produce at incredible rates. To have one without the other just wouldn't really make sense."





Read testimonial














Reijrink Staalconstructie - Willem Reijrink
- The Netherlands




"We want to be among the top five most automated steel construction companies in the Netherlands. And with the Fabricator, we're taking the next step in that direction."





Read testimonial














Egger Pumps - Gregory Dind
- Switzerland




“Now with the Voortman machine, all processes are performed with the same machine. We have reduced production times on the milling machines, a better cut quality and less work cleaning the parts for internal post processing.”





Read testimonial














Cermont Sp. z.o.o. - Damian Cieślik
- Poland




“In the past the fitters were waiting for the prepared material to be able to tack weld. At this point the situation has reversed. The production is so efficient and fast that finished processed material is now waiting for assembling.”





Read testimonial














Gubi Smedeteknik - Søren Gubi
- Denmark




“We came to the Experience Center and by that moment I was sold.”





Read testimonial














Novopolotsk Technological steel structures plant - ШУРПАКОВ ИГОРЬ ГЕННАДЬЕВИЧ
- Belarus




"This system helps us improve production quality and has a serious influence on assembly at the end. Thanks to the automated production with Voortman equipment we can be more competitive at pricing in our market.”





Read testimonial














J&D Pierce Contracts LTD. - Derek Pierce
- United Kingdom




The system is a large system and it has a tremendous amount of automation and it all worked almost perfectly the first time. The completed installation has exceeded my expectations.





Read testimonial














Bect SAS - Fabrice Bect
- France




“The main advantage compared to our previous workshop layout is that we have grown productivity by 25%. We have found machines made for steel fabricators to be productive and reliable.”





Read testimonial
















19 August, 2020

Highlight project: MWA | the road to a one-stop shop





Read more
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Stay Connected, Stay Inspired!

Why not follow us for more exciting content and updates?

Are you ready to be part of our exciting journey? Connect with us on our social channels or via our Voortman Newsletter and stay updated with all our latest adventures, innovations, and stories!
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Voortman Webinars
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https://youtu.be/O9Zwg85KxhU?s...

Becoming a Bevel Cutting Pro!


Ready to rule bevel cutting like a pro?
Voortman and Hypertherm have collaborated to share their collective knowledge, tips and expertise in creating high-quality bevel cuts and weld preparations. Learn how to create perfect long bevel cuts and why elements like height control, programming sequences and deck maintenance are essential. Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned expert, this webinar will equip you with an arsenal of hands-on tips and tricks to master bevel cutting. From plates to pipes, domes to profiles, we've got all angles covered.
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https://youtu.be/jwSHy6Oy0QM?s...

Plasma Consumable Management


Are you changing your consumables at the right frequency?
Finding that sweet spot for changing consumables is key, isn't it? In our webinar with Hypertherm, we discussed various topics related to improving plasma consumable management. Our experts shared actionable insights and clever strategies that you can immediately apply to your daily operations. Get ready to take your plasma consumable management to the next level with our webinar recording!








ㅤ

https://youtu.be/6acEreyTU4w?s...

All You Need to Know About Milling


Do you think milling is challenging?
Transform that challenge into a breeze with Voortman's automated milling solutions. Dive into our engaging webinar, co-hosted with Kennametal, a industry-leading tooling specialist. We're unpacking every element of milling, a process often wrapped in complexity. Whether you're involved in profile or plate processing, this webinar is your ultimate guide to mastering milling. Discover the benefits of automated milling: maximize efficiency, tap into unmatched flexibility, and enjoy the ease of automated path calculations.
































Get in touch today!
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Sign up for our newsletter

Get monthly access to the latest trends, news, developments, inside information and more!
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